2019 Annual Report
Tapping Vermont Conservation Design and The Commons
for Healthy, Productive, and Resilient Forests
We are deeply grateful to the VFF landowners, public and private
conservation partners, wild forest advocates, Middlebury College
students, and Colby Hill Ecological Project researchers who inspired
us in 2019 to imagine new ways of putting forest ecosystem health
first while caring for our local community and economy. This annual
report summarizes some of these stories and more.
Vermont’s forest culture and climate are changing. Recreation now
accounts for more than half of our forest-based economy, surpassing
the timber and maple industries. Ecosystem services such as clean
water, flood resilience, carbon storage and diverse wildlife—long
unaccounted for in our economic calculations—are being recognized
for their central role in our state’s economic and ecological health.

With fragmentation, habitat loss, invasive exotics, and climate crisis
upon us, it has never been more important to seek creative, mutually
beneficial relationships that work well for the land and the people.
We also need to focus our actions to optimize the value of our
efforts. How?
We can start by reconsidering our notion of what constitutes a
working forest and what we can do to conserve its health. The term
“working forest” has traditionally been reserved for those forests
managed (or “worked”) for timber and maple syrup, and, in some
cases, recreational opportunities. But wild forests are increasingly
being recognized for their exceptional work of storing carbon,
filtering water, reducing peak storm flows, and supporting wildlife
species richness. Our take-home message at VFF is that worked
forests, wild forests, and those in between are all part of a healthy,
beautiful, resilient and working Vermont landscape.
We can draw upon Vermont Conservation Design (VCD), a powerful
mapping tool that identifies the key places of Vermont’s landscape
where conservation efforts will pay the greatest ecological dividends.
These High Priority areas for conservation include large forest blocks,
surface waters, and riparian zones, as well as rare natural
communities and habitat features. VCD is now readily available to
help Vermonters focus forest ecosystem conservation actions where
they will have the greatest impact.

We can also bring focus to our conservation efforts through the lens
of the Commons. David Bollier and Silke Helfrich’s 2019 book, Free,
Fair, and Alive: The Insurgent Power of the Commons, taught us that
a Commons includes three essential components. The first is a
common-pool asset—unbounded, unowned, and shared by all. In
our landscape, the water, wildlife, and air of our home place are all
common-pool assets. We the people hold them.
The second component of the Commons is the commoning practices
that conserve our common-pool assets. In this time of rapidly
changing climate, we need to step up our game in terms of how our
actions affect the health of air, water, and wildlife. One approach is
to apply Optimal Conservation Practices that preserve the capacity
for self-renewal of the High Priority lands identified by Vermont
Conservation Design. VFF is working on that.
The third essential component is commoners—we the people who
carry out the commoning practices in our home place. We
commoners can care for our air, water, and wildlife by monitoring
their health and taking concrete actions on their behalf.
Recognizing the need for worked forests and wild forests in
Vermont’s working landscape, employing the compelling information
contained in the Vermont Conservation Design, and tapping the
insurgent power of the Commons are key parts of a strategy that
holds great promise.
In 2020, one of the ways VFF aims to tap that promise is through a
project to identify and map several small forested watersheds in our
home grounds here in Vermont’s Center-West Ecoregion. We hope
these little watersheds will give us opportunities to test the
effectiveness of an expanded definition of working landscape,
employ Vermont Conservation Design, focus on the health of our
common-pool assets, employ Optimal Conservation Practices, and
monitor forest health and resilience over space and time.
May the forest be with you!

2019 Through the Seasons...
Winter
•

In late January, about the same time the Fedco seed catalog for VFF’s Anderson Wells
Farm garden arrived, we began planting seeds for the Commons Conservation Congress,
which we held in November.

•

We surveyed the 29 hunters who obtained written permission to hunt on VFF’s Anderson
lands in 2018. Hunters are our eyes and ears on the ground, partners in conservation. We
deeply value their observations and feedback, which included video footage of a beautiful
adult black bear.

•

February 1 is the annual deadline to submit Forest Management Accomplishment Reports
for the Use Value Program. Our conservation forester, Kathleen Stutzman, helped many
landowners complete their reports.

•

We began working with students in Middlebury College’s Environmental Studies senior
seminar. Students helps us explore how water, wildlife, and carbon sequestration capacity
are being conserved and monitored on public, private, and conserved lands in the CenterWest Ecoregion, as well the way the Abenaki people historically and currently care for the
health of the land.

•

Throughout 2019, VFF continued its role of providing financial management support
(accounting, payroll, and administration) to the Vermont Reptile and Amphibian Atlas, a
statewide citizen science monitoring project.

•

David presented “Family Forestry for People and the Planet” at the Lincoln Library.

Building Boats, Forest Health, & Community
VFF collaborates each year with the Lake Champlain
Maritime Museum through its longboats program for
high school students. In 2019, VFF executive director
David Brynn took students into the McEachen Family
Forest to meet the big pines that would be cut for
building next year’s longboat. Tom Kenyon then cut the
pines (top left) and David hauled them out of the forest
with VFF’s legacy log forwarder (2nd from top). Like a
nimble shopping cart, the forwarder hauled 30-inchdiameter, 23-foot logs with ease, without disturbing
forest soils or standing trees, much to the delight of
landowner Ron McEachen (center). Jon Anderson
trucked the logs to LCMM where master boatbuilder
Nick Patch and his students milled them (left). The
students stacked the wood to dry for next year’s
students to use. They then spent the spring term
practicing the art and craft of boat building (bottom).
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Spring
•

Early spring means pruning time for the 50 or so fruit trees at VFF’s Anderson Wells Farm.
We returned the nutrient-packed prunings to the soil around the trees, part of our ramial
mulching (top).

•

Students in the Bristol-area offering of the Vermont Master Naturalist Program studied the
architecture of the Wells Farm barns and their place in local farming history (2nd from top).

•

When April arrived, so did our Game of Logging courses, which trained another enthusiastic
group of forest landowners and woods workers in safe and efficient chainsaw use. In all, 62
participants completed one or more levels of this chainsaw training program in 2019.

•

Family forest landowners in the Current Use program must update their forest plan every
10 years, and renewals are due April 1. Ahead of that deadline, our forester, Kathleen
Stutzman, and conservation mapper, Callie Brynn, updated plans and maps for 13 forest
conservation plans.

•

Our 16th annual Beltane celebration heralded the arrival of springtime on the banks of
Norton Brook, on the lands of The Watershed Center (center right).

•

VFF hosted forest ecologist and University of Quebec Montreal professor Christian Messier
and his forestry graduate students for two days, sharing VFF’s approach to community
conservation forestry, with site visits to several local family forests with David Brynn (lower
right) and a rousing celebration at the Wells Farm Middle Barn, complete with wood-fired
pizzas, Wells Farm cider, and storytelling by VFF woodsman-emeritus Bill Torrey.

•

David Brynn represented VFF in regional conversations in conservation forestry, including a
panel on managing town forests at the Vermont Arbor Day Conference.

•

In May, proud students in LCMM’s longboats program launched Annie O, the boat they
built together, which included white pine from VFF family forests (bottom).

During the spring, we insulated the front room of VFF’s Anderson
Fred Pierce farmhouse with light clay straw. To make the light
clay, we mixed Vergennes clay with water to a milkshake
consistency and tossed it with chopped straw and wood shavings.
We then tucked the light clay straw behind wood lathing.
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Summer
Conservation Forestry In Action
In 2019, Vermont Family Forest conservation foresters, David Brynn and Kathleen Stutzman,
met one-on-one with 80 different forestland owners. Summertime kept Kathleen (left) busy with
new Current Use program applications. During the year, she marked several Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) Timber Stand Improvement Projects and completed an NRCS
Conservation Activity Plan. She painted forest boundaries, marked timber sales and thinnings, laid
out new access paths, worked with landowners to plan and implement invasive plant removal,
and attended Current Use conformance inspections with county foresters. She conducted a
timber appraisal for a potential community forest and met with many landowners to walk in their
forests and talk about their land.
To stay current with changing forest conservation strategies in this time of rapidly changing
climate, Kathleen attended a Forest Adaptation Planning and Practices course at the Northern
Institute of Applied Climate Science.

Summer brought the first confirmed report of emerald ash borer
(EAB) in Addison County. Since then, Vermont Family Forests has
been exploring effective, economically viable organic treatments
for ash trees. David Brynn inoculated three white ash trees in his
own family forest with organic TreeAzin (left) to test the
feasibility of that method. VFF shared emerging news on EAB
with VFF landowners throughout the year.

We continued restoration of the Wells Farm Middle Barn (left), replacing the metal roof and
building entrance steps on the north and south sides. Under the nurturing hand of farmstead
steward Dechen Rheault, the farm garden (below right) grew abundantly with fruits, vegetables,
and flowers for VFF meetings, workshops, and community gatherings, like Woodwinds in the
Middle Barn (below left), which celebrated its 11th season in July, 2019.
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22nd Field Season of the Colby Hill Ecological Project
Research and monitoring for the Colby Hill Ecological Project (CHEP) began in spring with forest
bird monitoring and continued in summer with small mammal, large mammal, and snake
monitoring. Herpetologist Jim Andrews recorded his first sighting of a DeKay’s brownsnake
(bottom right) since the CHEP study began in 1998. Despite a record-low year for trap success,
small mammal researcher Nick Tepper (right) live-trapped some uncommon forest community
members, including southern bog lemming (below), smoky shrew, and meadow jumping mouse
(center right). All CHEP reports are available on our website.
Nick shared many of his beautiful photos from the field with us, including a bobolink in the Wells
Farm meadow (top right), a lance-tipped darner (right, 2nd from bottom), and an indigo bunting in
the Wells Farm apple orchard (below). With the exception of the photo of Nick himself, all CHEP
photos on this page were taken by Nick Tepper.
We continued to adapt the mowing of Anderson farm fields to maintain habitat for grassland
birds and monarch butterflies. We delayed mowing until after August 15 and left milkweed
patches uncut until autumn.
From 1998 - 2019, Barry and Warren King brought their
birding and ecological expertise to the CHEP annual forest
bird monitoring—22 field seasons in all. In 2019, they
helped transition the bird monitoring into the capable
hands of Peter Meyer. We are so deeply grateful to them
for all the ways they have contributed to ecological
understanding and conservation, both within CHEP and
throughout the broader community.

Work on the Fred Pierce farm cottage continued in summer with
plastering of the light-clay-insulated walls, using a mix of Vergennes clay,
sand, chopped straw, lime, and water (below left). A final skim coat of
sand, lime, and water left the walls a beautiful pale gray color that we
maintained with a clear latex protective coat (below center). The same
plaster mixture gave a final coat to Durga, our earth oven at the
Anderson Wells Farm (below right).
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Autumn
•

Autumn is harvest time, in the forest and at VFF’s Anderson Wells Farm. A bumper crop of
apples yielded abundant cider and applesauce, and left plenty on the trees for wildlife. We
also put by garlic, onions, black beans, chamomile flowers, pesto, and a whole lot more.

•

We worked with Middlebury College ES401 students, who took on two VFF projects: they
explored the potential for a regional conservation collaborative, and helped facilitate greater
access to private forestlands for Abenaki citizens (left, 2nd from top).

•

VFF collaborated with Vermont Land Trust and The Watershed Center to erect two deer
exclosures on the lands of The Watershed Center to study the effect of deer browsing on
plant growth in the forest understory.

•

October 1 is the deadline to submit forest plans and maps for new enrollees to the Current
Use program. Kathleen and Callie completed submissions for 12 new enrollees.

•

Thirty hunters received written permission to hunt deer, turkey, grouse, and woodcock on
VFF’s Anderson lands in 2019.

•

VFF co-sponsored the Winter Solstice celebration on the lands of The Watershed Center, as
well as the New Year’s Eve Best Night celebration.

•

The Addison County River Watch Collaborative held its annual meeting on a snowy
November day at VFF’s Wells Farm, complete with wood-fired pizzas from our earth oven.

•

David Brynn presented at the Sho Farm Wild Forest Gathering, during which participants
discussed strategies for effective conservation of wild forestlands in Vermont, which play a
crucial role in carbon sequestration.

Our annual VFF Landowner Gathering celebrates forests,
autumn abundance, and the landowners we are so
fortunate to work with. Our celebration at Wells Farm
included wood-fired pizzas with garden toppings and
freshly pressed cider from the farm’s apples. During the
gathering, Middlebury College student Hannah Redmon
told landowners about her emerging project to facilitate
access to private forestlands for Abenaki citizens (below).
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In autumn, we continued restoring
the Wells Farm cottage, where we
hold many gatherings. We replaced
rotted windows and framing on the
west side, added insulation,
installed new clapboards, and
protected them with a Vermontmade whey-based aging stain.

Conserving Our Air, Water, and Wildlife Commons
By far, our biggest undertaking of the autumn season, and of 2019, was
our conservation congress. On November 2, 84 people gathered at Mount
Abraham Union High School to take part in Caring For Our Home
Grounds: A Commons Conservation Congress for Vermont’s Center-West
Ecoregion. Together we explored effective, tangible actions that we, the
people, can undertake to care for water, wildlife, and air (particularly
atmospheric carbon) in our home place. Proceedings from this inspiring
gathering are available on our website. (photos: Jonathan Blake)
A few nights later, on November 7, VFF hosted a evening presentation by
commoning expert and activist David Bollier.

Financial Report
January 1 – December 31, 2019
Income ($342,346)
General
Admin
$1,400

Other
$6,208

Contributed
Donations
Support
$12,848
Income$20,102
($342,346 total)

Expenses ($327,413)
Admin & Overhead
Programs
$67,548
Property
Expenses ($327,413$16,836
total)
Stewardship
$21,051

Ecological
Forestry
$36,983
Education
$14,302
Grants
$250,503
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Payroll
$162,611
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Contracted
Services
$59,367

Gratitude to Forest Friends
Individuals
Joan Allen
Anonymous
Gregory Borah
Adam Bouchard
Deb Brighton
Melody Brook
David Brynn
Sara Burchard
Peter Carothers
Bruce and Holly Catlin
Allen Clark
John Clarke and Nancy Cornell
Anne Dannenberg
Chris and Jan Davis
Don and Marty Dewees
Steve and Katherine Eustis
Richard Faesy
Margaret Farabaugh
Churchill and Janet Franklin
Hilary Gade
Rollin Gallagher and Virginia Rauh
Paul and Eileen Growald
Dan and Kathy Howell
Richard Hyams
Bill Jesdale and Lyn Littler
Linda Johnson
Mark Johnson and Elaine Marie Viens
Heather Karlson and Bill Leeson
Kevin and Kris Kenlan

Tom Kenyon
Bert Kerstetter
Barry and Warren King
Mark Krawyzck
Kyra Kristof
Sarah Laird
Christopher and Jean McCandless
Karen and Ron McEachen
J. Peter and Natalie B. McNerney
Mark Nelson
Willy and Lynn Osborn
Barbara Otsuka
Kinny Perot
Shelby Perry
John Peters
Martha Rabinowitz
George and Carol Ramsayer
Eric Sorenson
Cindy Sprague
Gary and Kathy Starr
Ruth Stewart
Evan Stone
Roberta Summers
Preston and Christine Turner
Jackie Tuxill
Matthew Witten
Joann Zazoski
Ali Zimmer

Partners
Addison Independent
American Endowment Foundation
Coca-Cola Matching Gifts
Colby Hill Fund
Frank Lossmann Construction
Growald Family Fund
International Business Machines
Kimball Office Services, Inc.
Lake Champlain Maritime Museum
Lewis Creek Association
Lincoln Library
Lintilhac Foundation
Little Hogback Community Forest
Middlebury College
Mount Abraham Union High School
Northeast Wilderness Trust
Northeast Woodland Training
Otter Creek Bakery

Red Hen Baking Company
Shoreham Carpentry Company
Silloway Computer Services
The Watershed Center
Town of Bristol
Town of Lincoln
United Way of Addison County
University of Vermont
Vermont Community Foundation
Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife
VT Dept. of Forests, Parks & Recreation
Vermont Heavy Timber Company
Vermont Land Trust
Vermont Master Naturalists
Vermont Tree Goods
VT Reptile & Amphibian Atlas Project
Wells Mountain, LLC
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Vermont Family Forests’ mission is to
observe, understand, and preserve forest
ecosystem health; practice forest-centered
conservation that is holistic and
adaptive; support careful management of
local family forests for ecological, economic,
and social benefits; and foster a forest
culture focused on community well-being,
ecological resilience, and the quest of an
optimal land ethic.

Staff
Callie Brynn, Conservation Mapping
Specialist
David Brynn, Executive Director and
Conservation Forester
Sandra Murphy, Forest Community Outreach
and Rewilding
Dechen Rheault, Homestead Caretaker
Kathleen Stutzman, Conservation Forester
CHEP Research Associates
Jim Andrews
Greg Borah
Marc Lapin
Peter Meyer
Nick Tepper
Kristen Underwood
Board of Directors
David Brynn
Jonathan Corcoran, President
Caitlin Cusack
Scott Hamshaw
Christopher Klyza, Treasurer
Peg Sutlive
Ali Zimmer

Vermont Family Forests
PO Box 254
14 School St.
Bristol VT 05443
802-453-7728
info@familyforests.org
www.familyforests.org

100% post-consumer waste, chlorine-free, recycled
paper, manufactured with biogas energy.

